same old, same old.

pause, break, void.

an attempt.
Gendis, Drawing, Sticker, and Object Installation, 2013
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"Saya lebih besar dari semua pujian dan kritik yang saya terima."
The Book of Questions, Book Installation, 2014
KALIMAT IBUMU
SAAT TERAKHIR KALI BERJUMPA
?
WHAT YOUR MOTHER SAID THE LAST TIME YOU SAW HER?

APA
ALASAN TERAKHIR
KAMU MENANGIS
?
WHAT MADE YOU CRY THE LAST TIME?

KEGIATAN APA
YANG KAMU LAKUKAN
UNTUK MENGUBATI LELAH
?
WHAT DO YOU DO TO RELIEF EXHAUSTION?

SEPerti APA
AROMA UDARA
YANG KAMU HIRUP
?
WHAT IS THE SMELL OF THE AIR THAT YOU BREATH?
A Short Story About Hair Chapter 1: Tradition & Stigma, Watercolor & Ink on paper, 2014
A Short Story About Hair Chapter 1: Freedom & Femininity, Watercolor & Ink on paper, 2014
A Short Story About Hair Chapter 3: Domestic by Choice (?), Cut Out Drawing, 2014
Mind Games, Games, 2015
Academy of Relationship (part of Pameran Ruang Tunggu), Try Out, 2016
The Unbearable Laziness of Being, Blanket, 2016
The Museum of Forbidden Feelings, Collective Personal Objects Installation, 2016
Life After Life is A Good Life, Participatory Installation, 2017
Thankyou!